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OUTDOOR LIVING

The kitchen remains the focal point of casual entertaining, only today the kitchen has moved outdoors. 
The popularity of outdoor living has homeowners focused on the color, style and design of the whole 
entertaining space, rather than a traditional stone or stucco barbecue island where guests gather to 
watch the host cook.

As these traditional backyard patios evolve into luxurious outdoor living spaces, Danver Stainless Outdoor 
Kitchens and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens lead the way. With a full line of stainless steel cabinets, 
powder coated with a rich palette of colors, realistic wood grains or metallic hues, applied to a variety of 
exclusive door styles, every kitchen can be uniquely designed for a signature look.

Atlantic Outdoor Living | Steven Paul Whitsitt Photography | Key West Door Style | Pompeiian Gold Powder Coat w/ Titanium Textured Center1



Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens has been manufacturing stainless steel cabinets for outdoor kitchens 
since the late 1990’s. By showcasing color, style and design and inspiring entertainment, culinary 
creativity, and leisure living, we have established ourselves as leaders in transforming outdoor entertainment 
from a simple barbecue island to a fully functional outdoor entertainment space, in which the outdoor 
kitchen is central to the space.  

As a testament to our industry leadership, when the premier outdoor furniture manufacturer, Brown Jordan 
expanded their presence in the outdoor living market with outdoor kitchens, they came to the experts 
at Danver. Today, Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens deliver 
uniquely distinctive outdoor kitchens that are both durable and beautiful. From new door styles to 
standard soft-close hinges, Danver cabinets continue to evolve in quality, engineering and style 
based on input we receive from designers, builders, landscape architects and other disciplines 
that rely on us to provide unique signature outdoor living spaces to discerning homeowners.

WHO WE ARE
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Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens offers all the style and design details you would hope for on the interior of your home, only completely 
functional and appropriate for your outdoor space! As a California designer, we are constantly creating cooking, eating, living and 
lounging spaces outdoors to expand our clients’ square footage—the products that Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens offers support 
those designs in the most thoughtful of ways through construction, aesthetic and customer service, too.

Kerrie Kelly, ASID, IIDA, NKBA 



Outdoor living is about more than just personal style and atmosphere; it’s also about function and 
longevity. The Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens brands of 
stainless steel cabinets are especially designed and engineered for outdoor kitchens, transition 
rooms, rooftops and other spaces where durability is a concern.

Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens are the perfect choice for beauty, style, color and 
durability, as well as the optimal investment in outdoor living projects.

HOW IT’S MADE

 Our cabinets feature:

• Frameless, European styling
• All doors, drawers and cabinet boxes are manufactured from 

100% 304-grade stainless steel 
• From 9” to 48”, the cabinets are available in 3” increments
• Fabrication, finishing, powder coating and assembly take place 

in our Connecticut facility 
• Cabinets have a lifetime warranty
• All powder coat finishes carry a 7 year limited warranty
• Each cabinet is a standard 30” height with 4” leveling legs 

available, along with a 27” standard depth (24” depth available)  
• Drawers feature double-wall construction and full extension 

under-mount glides with self-close/soft-close technology
• Doors come standard with soft-close stainless steel hinges
• We have cabinets to fit any manufacturers’ outdoor appliance; 

grills, smokers, side burners, sinks, bartending units and more
• Each project is built to order, ensuring the style, design and 

color are specific to your project
• Cabinets are delivered fully assembled and engineered for 

easy installation
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WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE

Whether you are styling a space as an extension of the home or creating a unique look to differentiate 
the space, Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens have the products and design expertise to 
deliver the quality and durability you demand. Both brands offer a variety of door styles, each with 
designer color options, affording you more creative control. Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens’ powder 
coat palette is an exact match to Brown Jordan furniture, tying the outdoor color scheme together 
seamlessly.

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens offers 4 door style options; Hampton, Key West, Rio, and Sea 
Glass (see page 5, 8) in our designer powder coat color finishes. Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens 
expands upon these choices, adding 3 additional door styles in Palm Beach, Bead Board and Louver 
(see page 5, 9) available in exclusive Brown Jordan powder coat hues. Textured stainless inserts 
(see page 10) are available to Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens’ Key West and Palm Beach door 
styles as well, and can be powder coated or retain their stainless look. Both brands boast the beauty 
of our wood grain powder coat finishes (see page 11), which allow for the look and feel of wood 
without the wear and maintenance. However you imagine your outdoor entertainment space, we can 
help it truly become an extension of the home.
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As a managing agent representing 
some of the top designers in the 
U.S., our experience with Danver 
Stainless Outdoor Kitchens has 
been nothing short of remarkable. 
The quality and dependability of 
their product is unsurpassed. Add 
to that their incredible ability to 
service their clients, and Danver is 
an obvious choice for any design 
professional.

Dwayne Clark
Managing Agent

Dwayne Clark IDMG



BEAD BOARD SEA GLASS

DOOR STYLES

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens and Brown Jordan Outdoor 
Kitchens bring function and style together through our exclusive 
door styles. The stainless steel cabinetry, doors and drawer fronts 
provide functional strength and durability, while the extensive 
color palettes, realistic wood grains, metallic hues and other 
decorative powder coat finishes bring style, color and design to 
what was once a drab space.
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HAMPTON

KEY WESTRIO

LOUVER

PALM BEACH



HAMPTON
•  Standard slab door
•  Vertical #4 brushed 

stainless steel

RIO
•  Prepped for glass           

(not included)
•  Similar construction to 

Hampton door style

KEY WEST
•  2 11/16” wide stiles & rails
•  Center panel: stainless, 

painted, sea glass or 
textured**

PALM BEACH*
•  Extra wide stiles & rails
•  Center panel: stainless, 

painted, sea glass or 
textured**

BEAD BOARD*
•  Key West stiles & rails
•  Interior composed of 

individual 1 1/2” panels

LOUVER*
•  Key West stiles & rails
•  Individual stainless steel 

louvers

SEA GLASS
•  Etched glass insert with 

rear painted surface
•  Sea Glass colors available 

in Sky Blue, Cloud White & 
Seafoam Green

*Exclusive door style for Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens only **Textures: Exclusive to Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens only 6



POWDER COAT FINISHES

Our powder coated doors are painted prior to assembly, limiting the chance for rust over time and 
providing a nearly maintenance free finish. Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens has 11 rich hues to 
choose from, providing a range of opportunities for design and style. Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens’ 
powder coat paint palette is a 12-color exclusive line hand-picked for outdoor living space options. 
Both Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens offer wood grain powder coat finishes, enhancing 
the design quality of your outdoor living space by providing the look and style of real wood without 
the wear and maintenance. Each brand is manufactured and painted on the same factory floor, 
guaranteeing the same quality, durability and longevity you would expect.
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(DANVER STAINLESS OUTDOOR KITCHENS POWDER COAT FINISHES)

Beetle Champagne 304

Nu-Black Hammertone

Seashell WhiteSudan Brown

Copper Hammertone Pearl Copper

Redwood

Metallic Bronze Matte

Carlsbad Canyon Champagne 302

8Powder coat finishes are represented on the Key West door style for display only and are available on other door styles, as well.



(BROWN JORDAN OUTDOOR KITCHENS POWDER COAT FINISHES)

Caper Mica

Pompeiian Gold

VersaillesTitanium

Night Sea Glass

Seafoam Metallic White Lite

Platinum

Java II Laurel
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Not all possibilities are represented here. Not all finishes represented here are in stock.

Paper & ink limitations of color samples as well as influence from heat & light may account for differences in actual color.



Cherry Flame

White-Washed Wood

*Weave Texture

Chestnut
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**Seafoam Green 
Sea Glass

Burlwood

Teak

*Bark Texture

Bamboo

Table Beech

Copper Patina

American Maple

*Exclusive to Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens 

**Sea Glass insert is available in Seafoam Green, Cloud White & Sky Blue

(Danver & Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens)WOOD GRAINS, INSERTS, & MORE



Today, more people than ever are taking advantage of backyard outdoor living, bringing their culinary 
skills and entertainment needs along with them. The kitchen is a place where people gather in the 
home and now, it has moved outdoors as a fully developed, outfitted extension of the home, complete 
with durable, stylish cabinetry and the latest outdoor appliances. The upscale kitchen amenities you 
would find inside the home are now shifting to outdoor kitchens, transitional rooms and rooftop patios.

The in-house design experts at Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens know how to help 
customize the outdoor living space precisely as you want it, down to the countertops and drawer 
pulls. From pizza ovens and grills to refrigeration and bartending, there are countless options for 
customizing the outdoor kitchen, catering to cooking style and entertainment needs. Investing in the 
beauty and function of outdoor entertainment space provides exceptional value to the property and more 
enjoyment for family and friends without ever leaving the home.

Innovative Outdoor Kitchens | Steven Paul Whitsitt Photography | Key West Door Style | Metallic Bronze Matte Powder Coat

BEYOND THE CABINETS
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FASHION ACCESSORIES

Sometimes, all it takes is that certain something within your design to pull the entire look together.  
Our solid bronze cabinet drawer pulls do just that with contemporary/modern pulls or natural/earthy 
pulls. Five hand-polished finishes are available on five different pull options. Just as the right jewelry 
complements the outfit, these bronze cabinet pulls define the look of your outdoor landscape.

Bamboo Contemporary Ridge Square FootTwig

S1 S3WPW2W1 W1 Burnished White Bronze 

W2 Medium Pewter Grey Patina

WP Polished White Bronze

S1 Burnished Silicon Bronze

S3 Dark Brown Patina
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BARBECUE HOODS

The ability to design an outdoor kitchen with the same flexibility as its indoor counterpart presents 
the occasional challenge – such as ventilating smoke. To overcome the challenge, Danver engineered 
our own grill hood. These extra depth hoods are designed perfectly for lanais and the transitional 
“California” or “Florida” rooms with covered spaces, growing in popularity nationwide.

The 304-grade stainless steel hoods complement the rest of the kitchen, whether the cabinets are 
powder coated or traditional stainless steel. They are available in 36”, 42”, 48”, 60” and 66” widths. 
With the optional muffler, the sound can be reduced enhancing the comforts of outdoor living.
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COUNTERTOPS

The two elements that bring together a kitchen, indoors or outdoors, are the cabinets and the 
countertops. These elements need to hold up against time and climate, but also have the right look 
and feel to complement your landscape. Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens can 
accommodate nearly any type of countertop you want in your space, but not every countertop is built 
for outdoor environments. 

While granite, concrete and soapstone are familiar countertop materials, it’s important to remember 
to use the correct material for outdoor applications; one that remains structurally sound and maintains 
its beauty over time. We recommend Dekton® by Cosentino for our kitchen countertops. Their ultra-
compact surfaces are designed for exterior use. Dekton® surfaces offer UV resistance for color 
stability outdoors, exceptional strength and high resistance to impacts, scratches and abrasion for 
use in high-traffic areas and are non-porous requiring no maintenance. Their wide range of colors 
and finishes, coupled with the diverse cabinet colors and finishes available from Danver and 
Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens, provide an endless variety of styling options to fit your creative needs.
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Innovative Outdoor Kitchens | Chipper Hatter Photography | Key West Door Style | Bronze Matte Metallic Powder Coat15



COOKING

One of the great features of Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens 
and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens is that our cabinetry is 
designed to fit any cooking appliance. Whether you have a 
favorite grill, smoker, side burner or even a pizza oven, rest 
assured your selection can be incorporated into your new 
outdoor kitchen with ease.

During our 15+ years of designing outdoor living spaces, we 
have experienced the development of all types of cooking 
appliances for the outdoors. That acquired knowledge enables 
our in-house design team to guide you to the best options based 
on cooking style and approach to outdoor entertaining.

Although we do not manufacture grills and other cooking 
appliances, we do distribute a number of quality brands at 
various price points for the convenience of our clients, making us 
the perfect one-stop shop. We can drop ship the cabinetry and 
appliances to the project site for ease of installation.

The brands we recommend and distribute are listed below.  
Whether you opt for one of these, or one of your favorites, the 
entertainment space and guests will benefit. 

Alfresco | grills/power burners/side burners/pizza ovens | AlfrescoGrills.com
Coyote | grills/power burners/side burners/griddle | CoyoteOutdoor.com 
Solaire | grills/side burners | SolaireGasGrills.com
Evo | grills | EvoAmerica.com
Saffire | smoker/grills | SaffireGrills.com
Tuscan Chef | pizza ovens | TuscanChefOvens.com
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COOLING / BARTENDING 

The convenience of a refrigerator integrated into your outdoor 
kitchen is a must, regardless of climate. Models and brands perform 
at different levels of effectiveness based on the surrounding 
environment. There are also a variety of styles and features available 
to suite your taste and needs, including two-drawer units, glass 
fronts and those with panels that match your Danver Stainless 
Outdoor Kitchens or Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens cabinets. 
Our in-house experts can guide your decision on brand, features 
and style.

Bartending systems are among the most popular features in today’s 
outdoor entertainment spaces. Whether you want to add a kegerator, 
a wine cooler or a complete bartending outfit, we can help complete 
the project with several options, including sinks and faucets.

The recommended brands that we distribute are listed, but regardless 
of your cooling choice, your entertainment space will look fabulous.

Alfresco | refrigeration/beverage centers/sinks/pantries | AlfrescoGrills.com
Coyote | refreshment center/drop-in cooler | CoyoteOutdoor.com
Glastender | cocktail stations/beverage dispensers | Glastender.com
Hoshizaki | ice makers/freezers/refrigeration | HoshizakiAmerica.com
Solaire | bartending center/refrigeration | SolaireGasGrills.com  
Summit | refrigeration/beverage dispensers/ice makers | SummitAppliance.com
True | refrigeration/beverage dispensers/wine cabinets | TrueMFG.com



Your Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchen or Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchen cabinets arrive on site fully 
assembled and ready to install. If standalone, an entire kitchen can be installed on site within a single 
day; unlike the more traditional options requiring masons and laborers on site for weeks at a time.

Complete instructions and all the parts and pieces for assembly are shipped with each project. For 
additional installation instructions and more information, visit danver.com and subscribe to our YouTube 
channel.

The Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens libraries are available for 
2020, SketchUp, ARCAT, CADdetails and other design and layout programs.  A complete selection is 
available on the website.

For all the latest updates in outdoor living, find us on any of our social media outlets below!

INSTALLATION
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